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Myhill and Scott [ 15 ] have characterized the ordinal definable sets 
as those definable without parameters in some level R(a) of the rank 
hierarchy. In the same paper they showed how the class HOD of here- 
ditarily ordinal definable sets could be used to simplify GSdel's proof 
of the consistency of the axiom of choice with Zermelo-Fraenkel set 
theory. Subsequently the class HOD has been applied by--L6vy [ 10] to 
obtain a refinement of Cohen's independence proof for the axiom of 
choice, and more recently by Solovay [22] in establishing the consis- 
tency of ZF+ "Every set of reals is Lebesgue measurable" relative to 
ZF+ "There is an inaccessible cardinal". In addition, the concept of or- 
dinal definability was apparently explored by both Post and GSdel many 
years prior to its exposition in [ 15 ], and was later rediscovered inde- 
pendently by Vop~nka. 
Despite this pattern of repeated iscovery and application to impor- 
tant consistency questions, the ordinal definable sets have never been 
systematically investigated. Indeed, the only published work in this area, 
aside from [ 15 ], appears to be that of McAloon [ 12 ] devoted to con- 
sistency questions concerning the inclusions L c_ HOD ~ V. Yet in view 
of the significance of Jensen's recent investigations [7] of the fine struc- 
ture of L, it might be hoped that knowledge of the fine structure of the 
ordinal definable sets could be similarly productive. With this in mind, 
we here study the relation "a is definable without parameters in 
(R(3'), ~)" between ordinals ,~, 3' in models of set theory. 
* Results of this paper were first presented in the author's doctoral dissertation I4] ,  written at 
the University of Michigan under the direction of Profs. A.R. Blass and D.W. Kueker. 
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In § 1 notational conventions are established and several basic results 
needed later are recalled. § 2 is devoted to a study of the elementary 
properties of the ordinals s 0 and 3'0 defined there; in particular, several 
characterizations of the "size" of these ordinals are obtained. Generali- 
zations to transfinite sequences a s and 3"~ are also indicated. One of the 
main results of the paper, a general technique for demonstrating defina- 
bility in the structures (R(a), ~,  is developed in §3 and applied to show 
that 3'0 is always a cardinal of L. 
The remainder of the paper is devoted to consistency questions con- 
cerning the inequalities ~ < 3'0 <- (-~91 •In §4 we show that every pos- 
sible combination of equality or strict inequality is consistent with ZFC, 
with or without the generalized continuum hypothesis. Finally, we con- 
sider in § 5 the effects of the existence of a measurable cardinal on our 
previous results, concluding with a proof that a 0 and 3'0 are indiscern- 
ibles in the sense of Silver. 
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§l 
We work in Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory plus the axiom of choice, 
abbreviated ZFC. This theory is formulated in the first-order language 
with equality and the binary predicate symbol ~. We use 7, v, A, 
and ,~ as connectives and V, 3 as quantifiers. As axioms for ZFC we 
take extensionality, union, infinity, power set, foundation, choice, and 
the schema of replacement. Specifically, we adopt the formulation of 
these axioms given in [3]. We use ZF to denote Zermelo-Fraenkel set 
theory without the axiom of choice. The axiom of choice itself is abbre- 
viated AC. 
Variables and their interpretations in structures are denoted by 
Roman letters (usually lower case), except that small Greek letters are 
used to denote ordinal variables and their interpretations, t~is reserved 
for cardinals; r is used as a syntactic variable for terms and 0, ~, ~ and 
X as syntactic variables for formulas. The least-ordinal operator is de- 
noted by ta. We use the vector notation x to denote finite or infinite 
sequences of variables or sets. Formulas of ZFC are usually abbreviated 
informally; in particular, we abbreviate the formalizations of "a is an 
ordinal", " f  is a function", "the domain o f f  is x" ,  "the range of f is y" ,  
"g is the function obtained by restricting the function f to the subset x 
of its domain", and "z is the image of x under the function f "  by ord(a), 
fen(f),  dam(f )  = x, ran(f) = y, g = f tx ,  and z = f x, respectively. Simi- 
larly f :  y ~ x abbreviates the formula of ZFC expressing " f  is a func- 
tion mapping y into x",  and we write " I  - 1" or "onto"  above or below 
the arrow to abbreviate the further statements hat f is one-to-one or 
onto. The symbol 9(x) denotes the power set of x. We also use certain 
capital Roman letters to denote classes, regarded as informal collections 
corresponding to the extensions of formulas of ZFC. Thus the class V 
of all sets corresponds to the formula x = x, and if the classes C and D 
correspond to the formulas ~b(x) and ~P(x), we write C = D as an abbre- 
viation for the formula (¥x)(q~(x) ~+ ~I,(x)). Other relations between 
classes are interpreted in similar fashion as informal abbreviations of 
formulas of ZFC. 
With regard to quantifiers, (3!x)ep(x) abbreviates (3x)[~(x)  ^ 
(Vy)(~b(y) ~ y = x)] ,  and we introduce the bounded quantifiers 
(3 x ~ z), (Vy ~ z) so that (3 x ~ z)¢(x) and (¥y ~ z)~I,(y) abbreviate 
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(3 x) (x  ~ z A ¢(X)) and (Vy) (y  ~ z --> ~(y) ) ,  respectively. Given a for- 
mula ~ of ZFC and a variable z not occurring in q~, we write O(z), 4~ rela- 
tivized to z, for the formula obtained inductively by bounding all quan- 
tifiers in ~ by z; more generally, we extend this notat ion to O~r), ~- a de- 
fined term. A similar notat ion is used to denote relativization of classes 
or terms of ZFC to structures. Thus, for example, given a structure M 
for ZFC, 9 M (x) denotes the element of M satisfying, in M, that it is the 
power set of the element x of M. Finally, if ¢ is a formula and x l , ..., x n , 
z are distinct variables with z not occurring in ¢, the formula 
(Vx c z ) (~ (z~ (x) *~ ¢(x)) is abbreviated by the statement "q~ is absolute 
for z as a predicate of  x".  
In accordance with L6vy [9],  a formula of  set theory is A 0 iff all its 
quantifiers are bounded. More generally, for n > 0, q~ is ]~n (respectively, 
1-I n ) in a theory T or structure 9J iff equivalent in T ( or 9J) to a formula 
of the form Qlx l  ... QnxnX~, where qz is A 0, Q1 is 3 (V) and successive 
Qi alternate between V and 3. A formula is A n in T (or ~) iff both E n 
in T (~) and l-I n in T (~). With reference to subsets or wetl-orderings of 
w we also use the notations £xn 1 in the sense of the analytical hierarchy 
of recursion theory. 
Basic set-theoretic notions 
We assume familiarity with standard concepts and results of axioma- 
tic set theory (as developed, for example, in [3] ), including the con- 
structible hierarchy of G~3del and Cohen's method of forcing. We sum- 
marize here those results especially pertinent o what follows. 
A set x is transit ive iff (Vy) (Vz ) (y  ~ z ^ z ~ x --> y ~ x) ,  and an ordi-  
nal  iff hereditari ly transitive. Given any set x, the t ransi t ive c losure 
TC(x) o fx  is the minimal transitive set y 2 x; the existence and uni- 
queness of TC(x) is provable in ZFC. If O(x) is a A 0 formula of  ZFC in 
which the variable z does not occur, then ZFC }- (Vz) (z transitive -* 
is absolute for z as a predicate of x). Cardinals are identified with initial 
ordinals, and we use the notations ~a and ~ synonymously to denote 
the uth infinite cardinal, preferring the latter except where the cardina- 
lity property is to be emphasized. We use [x l for the cardinatity o fx  
and ~+ for the least infinite cardinal/3 > o~. A cardinal ~ is regular  iff it 
is not the limit of  fewer than ~ smaller ordinals; in the presence of  AC, 
~+ and ~,~+1 are regular for all a. Our notat ions for cardinal and ordinal 
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arithmetic are standard. Weak powers are defined by ag = U a ' ,  for 
n<# 
cardinals a,/~, r/. We say a is a limit cardinal iff it is a limit of cardinals 
(every infinite cardinal is of course a limit ordinal). 
A structure 92 = (A, E) for ZFC is standard i f fA is transitive and E is 
the membership relation on A. Informally, we identify a standard struc- 
ture with its domain A (always assumed to be a set). We use ~ and =, 
respectively, to denote isomorphism and elementary equivalence of 
structures and write 92 -< ~ iff 92 is an elementary substructure of ~.  
The notation (A, E, a 6 )8 < ~ denotes a structure for set theory with para- 
meters a6 , 6 < ~; that is, we imagine constant symbols e~ adjoined to 
the language of set theory, and let % represent the interpretation of e 6 
in A. 
The following two theorems of ZFC are basic. 
Theorem on inductive definitions. From any deft'ned function symbol G 
of  ZFC one can obtain in a canonical manner a defined function symbol 
F of  ZFC such that 
ZFC l- (¥a)(Vx)(F(a, x) = G(~(/~, F(/~, x)) I~ < a) ,  x ) ) .  
Mostowski collapsing theorem [ 14]. Let '3 = <A, E) be a structure for 
set theory. 1rE is well-founded and 9.1 satisfies the axiom of  extension- 
ality, there is a unique standard model ~ (the transitive collapse of  92) 
and a unique isomorphism f (the collapsing map) of  92 on¢o ~. 
From the defined function symbol G of ZFC given by G(x) = 
U 9 (x) we obtain canonically from the theorem on inductive def- 
z ~ ran(x) 
initions a defined function symbol, denoted by R rather than F, such 
that R(a) = U 9(R(/~)) for all a. The sets R(a)  constitute the rank 
hierarchy of set theory. Each R(~) is transitive, and the axiom of regu- 
larity implies that (Vx)(3 a)(x ~ R(a)); the least a such that x ~ R(a + 1) 
is the rank of x, denoted rk(x). In particular, rk(a) = rk(R(a)) = a. The 
following weak version of the Lbwenheim-Skolem theorem is provable 
in ZFC. 
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The reflection principle. For each formula ¢ of  ZFC, 
ZFC ~ (V/3)(3 ~ >/3)(Vx- E R(o0)(q~(R (~))(x) ,~- q~(x)), where x are all the 
free variables of  ¢~. 
As a further example of an inductive definition in ZFC we mention 
the beth sequence given by 
"~0 =~°,  "~+1 = 2z'~, "~x = O 2~ 
for limit X. The generalized continuum hypothesis, abbreviated GCH, is 
the statement (Vu) (~ = "~). 
Definability, satisfaction and constructibility 
We use M ~ $[x] to denote that the formula ~b(v) of ZFC is satisfied 
in the structure M by the sequence x. The same notation is used for the 
formal satisfaction relation defined below; usage should be clear from 
context. Given a structure M, we say y ~ M is definable in M iff for some 
formula ¢ of set theory with one free variable, y is the unique element 
of M such that M ~ $[Yl. Thus definability in the sequel is definability 
without parameters, except insofar as the language of ZFC may be aug- 
mented by constant symbols (in the case of structures <A, E, a~ >6<~). 
If for some formula ¢ as above, y = {x ~ M I M ~ ~[x ] }, then we say y 
is a definable class in M. The set {x ~ MIx is definable in M} is denoted 
Df(M), and in case M is of the form (R(a), ~) or (L(~), ~) we write 
Df(R(a)) or Df(L(a)) instead of Df((R(a), ~)  or Df((L(~), ~)). The 
class of ordinal definable sets (defined in § 2) is abbreviated OD. If 
x E OD and TC(x) ~ OD, then x is hereditarily ordinal definable; we use 
HOD for the class of hereditarily ordinal definable sets. 
In terms of the satisfaction relation, the constructible hierarchy of 
GiSdel [5] is defined inductively by L(0) = 0, L(M " U L(/3) for limit 
X, and ~<~ 
L(a + 1) = (y ly  is {x E L(~)I (L(a), E} ~ ~b[x, a ] } for some 
formula ¢ of ZFC and some finite sequence a from 
L(~)} . 
The class U L(a) is denoted by L, and V = L stands for 
(X 
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(Vx)(3 a)(x ~ L(t~)). The theories ZF + V = L and ZF + V = L minus 
the power set axiom are abbreviated by ZFL and ZFL -P ,  respectively. 
I fx  ~ L, we define the order (or constructible rank) od(x) o fx  to be 
the least ,~ such that x ~ L(t~ + 1). In particular, every L(e) is transitive 
and od(a) = od(L(a)) = a. We employ the terms "construct ible" and 
,construct ib ly"  as modifiers to denote the relativization of  concepts 
to L. Thusx  is constructibly countable iff (3 f~ L)(f: _cflont~-~l,, x)  and t~ 
is a constructible cardinal i ff  (V/3 < a) -1 (3 f~ L)(f:/3 1 a). 
onto 
We now state the fundamental result of  [5]. 
Theorem (G6del). (i) In any model M of ZF, the class L M of  sets 
constructible in M is a model of  ZFL. 
(ii) ZF i-- V = L ~ AC A GCH. In particular, i f x  ~ L(t~), then 
L n 9 (x )  C_C_ L((tx+)L). 
The foregoing may be carried out syntactically in ZFC by formalizing 
the not ion of satisfaction via the theorem on inductive definitions. As 
the details are of some importance to our computations, we indicate a 
specific formalization. We assume the symbols of ZFC to have been ef- 
fectively Gbdel-numbered in any standard fashion. Formulas, as se- 
quences of symbols, are then coded inductively into tuples so that by 
induction over ¢o we obtain the set Fm c_C_ R(w) as U Fm n , where 
n~6o 
Fm 0 = (atomic formulas) = (v i = vjl i, j ~ co} 
U {OiEo j l i ,  j E¢o} ,  
Fmn+ 1 = Fm n u {-1¢1~b E Fmn} U {~CxPl ¢, ~ C Fm n 
and C is one of  ^ ,  v, -~, or ~}u {(VOi)gp} gp E Fmn} 
U {(=10 i )  ¢1 ~ E Fmn} . 
If M is a set, we define M** to be the set of s: w -~ M such that 
(3 x ~ M)(3 n)(Vm > n)(s(m) = x). Finally, we let M W ¢[a] denote the 
ternary relation in M, q~, a defined in ZFC by 
m _ _  m 
M I= ¢[a] ,~ (3 n ~ ¢o)[a ~M"  ^ ¢~ Fm n n F(n, ~, a) = 1] , 
where F(O, ~, a-): Fm o X M ~" -} {0, 1 } by 
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F(O, v i = oj, a) = 1 iff a i = a~ , 
F(O, 0 i E /)], a ) = 1 iff a i E aj , 
and F(n + 1, q>, a): Fm n × M = ~ {0, 1) is given inductively by 
F(n + 1,74,  a )=1 iff F(n, ch, a ) = O , 
F(n + 1, (q ui)ch, a) = 1 iff for some y ~ M, F(n, - i  ch, ay )  = 1 , 
t is a with a i replaced by y ,  where a y
and so on. (Of course, F depends upon M.) 
Note that this definit ion o fM ~ ~b[a ] is A l in ZFC-P .  It follows 
that the formulas x = L(a) and x ~ L(a) are  A 1 in ZFC-P .  (The formu- 
la x ~ L is Z 1 but not 111 in ZFC.) The following result is also a conse- 
quence of the formal definit ion of satisfaction. 
Theorem (Gibdel [5] ). (i) In ZFC there is a definable well-ordering 
o f  L. 
(ii) In ZFC there is a A 1 well-ordering o f  L n 7~(oj). 
Forcing 
Our basic reference for forcing is Shoenfield [17 ], to which the 
reader is referred for proofs of the results mentioned below. Specifical- 
ly, a notion o f  forcing is a partially ordered set (C, <_) (called the set of 
forcing condit ions) with least element. We say p extends q iff q < p 
(Shoenfield adopts the opposite convention). The notion of forcing 
(C, <_) is in M, for M a model of ZFC, iff both C c M and <_ ~ M. A sub- 
set D of C is C-dense iff every p ~ C has an extension in D. A subset G 






G contains the least element of C 
p ~ G and q <_ p implies q c G 
any two elements of  G have a common extension in G 
G n D is nonempty for every C-dense D ~ M. 
fundamental theorem concerning forcing is the following. 
Theorem (Cohen). (i) I f  M is a countable set, C a not ion o f  forcing and 
p ~ C, there is a set G C-generic over M with p E G. 
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(ii) I f  M is a countable standard model of ZFC, C a notion of forcing 
in M, and G a set C-generic over M, there is a minimal countable standard 
modelM[G] of ZFC such that M ~ M[G] and G ~ M[G]. Moreover, M 
and M[ G] have the same ordinals. 
Models of the form M[G] are called Cohen extensions. Cohen exten- 
sions may be iterated by considering products of notions of forcing. We 
refer the reader to [ 1 7 ] for details on this and the related iteration tech- 
niques of Easton. 
If p, q in (C, <) have a common extension, they are said to be com- 
patible; C satisfies the ~-antichain condition iff every set of pairwise 
incompatible lements of C has cardinality < ~a. C is said to be N,,- 
closed iff every increasing sequence {p~)t< ~ of length 77 < w~ of con- 
ditions from C has a common extension. The significance of these con- 
cepts lies in the following cardinal preservation theorem 
Theorem. Let M be a countable standard model of ZFC, Ca notion of 
forcing in M, G C-generic over M. Then." 
(i) I f  C satisfies the x-antichain condition, x a regular cardinal of  M, 
then every cardinal of M >_ K remains a cardinal in M[G]. Moreover, for 
every infinite cardinal ~ of M, t9 (;~) ~ [c I < (( WCIS)x )M. 
(ii) I f  C is u-closed, every cardinal of M < ~ remains a cardinal in 
M[G] . 
in particular, following the notation of Shoenfield, given a model M 
of ZFC, A, B ~ M and ~ an infinite cardinal of M, we let H K (A, B) be 
the notion of forcing (C, <) in M, where C = (pl p is a mapping of a sub- 
set of A of cardinality < ~ into B} and <__ is functional extension, that is 
c__. If ~ is regular in M, H K (A, B) is ~:-closed. Also, IH~ (A, B)I <__ 
( IA I- IB I) K in M, and if x* = K and IBI <_ ~, then H K (A, B) satisfies the 
r+-antichain condition. The H K (A, B) are the basic tools in constructing 
Cohen extensions in which A is mapped onto B. 
Our relative consistency results are stated in the form "Con(T) im- 
plies Con(T')". This is understood to mean that in elementary number 
theory the formula expressing the consistency of the theory T' is prov- 
able from the formula expressing the consistency of the theory T. 
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§2 
As the name implies, the ordinal definable sets may be defined in 
terms of definability with ordinal parameters. If this is done in stages, a 
cumulative hierarchy analogous to G6del's constructible L(a) levels 
arises. Nevertheless, by appeal to the Reflection Principle all reference 
to ordinal parameters may be eliminated [15]. The resulting definition 
seems both simpler and more natural and is the one adopted here. 
Definition. OD(x) iff (3 a)(x E Df(R(o0). 
The price paid for this simplification is the resultant lack of a cumulative 
structure for the OD sets. Specifically, we have OD(a) for every ordinal 
~, since a is definable in (R(a + 1), ~) as the largest ordinal; but trivial 
cardinality considerations show that there exist t~ </3 with a ~ Df(R(/3)). 
Indeed, 
(3 a)(V~)(q 3' >/3)(a ~ Df(R(3"))) ; 
for otherwise, 
(Va)(3/3~)(V',/>/3~)(~ e Df(R(3,))), 
so setting 13 = U ~a would yield 
a<~ 1 
(V~ < e I )(V3, >/3)(o~  Df(R(3'))). 
But again, only countably many sets can be defined in any (R (3'), 6). 
In contrast o the above, we also have 
(Va)(V/3)(3 3' > fl)(aE Df(R(3"))) ; 
for example, if o~ >_/3, we may take 3' = oga+ 1, and if a </3, let 3' = co~,+,~+ l 
In the latter case,/3 ++ a is definable in (R(3'), a) as the index of the 
largest cardinal, and/3 + is similarly definable as the largest cardinal 
</3+ + a; thus a is uniquely determined. This shows that 3, may be taken 
to be a regular cardinal, and similar devices could be employed to fur- 
ther specialize 3'. 
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Thus an ordinal may fail to be definable at arbitrarily high levels of 
the rank hierarchy, but it must always reappear among the ordinals de- 
finable at some successive stage. This suggests the general question: 
Which ordinals are definable in which (R(s), ~) ? More particularly, we 
shall study the least level at which undefinable ordinals appear. 
Definition. s0 =/as(::l q, > t~)(a q~ Df(R(-/))) 
-/0 = t~-/(3 a < 3')(s ~ Df(R(-/))) 
= //as < -/(a q~ Df(R(-/))), if defined 
/~1 (-/) [ 0 if no such a exists 
f/a-/> a (s q~ Df(R(-/))), if defined 
#? (s) = [ 0 if no such "y exists. 
The notations/~1 (-/) and/d 2 (S)  a re  intended to suggest the least number 
operator applied respectively to the first and second components of the 
binary relation s q~ Df(R(-/)) between s and -/. 
We turn now to some basic lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. I f  s ~ Df(R(7)), then R(,~) ~ Df(R(7)). 
Proof. As remarked in the introduction, the theorem on inductive defi- 
nitions in ZFC implies the existence of a unique mapping R, with do- 
main the ordinals, satisfying R(s)  = G(R Fs) for all ,~, where we define 
y = G(x) i f fy  = U 9(z). To relativize this to R(-/), note that the 
z ~ ran(x) 
power-set operation, and hence the definition of G, is absolute for each 
R(s). So let ~ be the formula 
(3 f ) ( fcn( f )^ ord(t~)n dom(f) = a ^ (V~< s)(f(~)= G(ft/3))). 
If R(7) ~ ¢', where q~' is ~b with a replaced by its definition in R(7), then 
since f~  s × R(s) ,  f~  R(s  + 3), and this is in general best possible. Thus 
i f ' [  > s + 3, the function f: s ~ R(a) given by f(/3) = R(/3) for all t3 < s 
is definable in R(-/). Hence so is R(s)  = G(f). On the other hand if -/is 
s + 1 or ~, + 2, then R(s)  is definable in R(-/) as 
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or  as 
(xl (~y) (y  = {x})}  
{xl (~y)(y  = {{x)})} ,
respectively. 
Lemma 2 .2 . / f s  ~ Df(R(3')), then Df(R(s)) C_-Df(R(-r)). 
Proof. More generally, if x is definable in M by the formula 4~ and M is 
definable in N, then x is definable in N by ¢(M)', where ~b (M)' denotes 
¢(M) with M replaced by its definition in N. 
Corollary 2.2.1. If{3 < s0, Df(R(cot~)) c Df(R('r)), for  all "r > co~. 
Proof. Since con is a limit, w~ X co~ c_ R(co~), so fe  R(coo + 1) c_ R(7) 
for all "r > co~ and any f mapping s <_ co~ into co~. Thus coo is absolute 
for R(3'), hence definable since ~ < a 0 implies 13 ~ Df(R('y)). 
- -  m 
Lemma 2.3. The relation M ~ O[a ] among M, ¢ and a ~ M ~ , restricted 
to M with rk(M) <_ p, is definable in R('r) if')" >- max(co, p) + 8. 
Proof. By the formalization of satisfaction described in the introduc- 
tion, Fm c_ R(co), so if rk(M) <_ O, then each a~M ~ has rank at worst 
max(co, p) + 2, whence M R G R(max(co, p) + 4). Now suppose 
• (M, a, ¢) expresses M ~ ~[a 1, that is ~(M, a, q~) is 
(3n6  co)(a ~ M ^ ¢~ Fm n ^F(n ,  4, a)= 1), 
where F and F m are defined by induction as in the introduction. Since 
F: co X Fm x M ~* ~ {0, 1 ), dom(F) ~ R(max(co, p) + 5), so 
F ~ R(max(co, p) + 8). Thus M ¢ ~b[a] is definable at this stage, since 
the definition ofM ~ ~[a ] in terms of F is absolute for ranks. 
Corollary 2.3.1. I fM  ~ Df(R('r)), rk(M) = p, and 3' >- max(w, 0) + 8, 
then the unary predicate x E Df(M) with free variable x is definable in 
R('r). In particular, i f  qt is a limit ordinal and M ~ Df(R(3')), the predi- 
cate x ~ DffM) is definable in R('r). 
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Proof. x ~ Dr(M) is defined in R(3') by the formula 
(a ~b E Fm)(Vy)(y = x ,~, xI,(M, (;kn E w)y, ~)), 
13 
where • is the formula used in the proof of the lemma and (;~n ~ w)y 
denotes the constant sequence mapping w into (y).  The bound 
max(w, 0) + 8 obtained above can undoubtedly be improved by suit- 
able reformulation of the formal definition of satisfaction. The author 
does not know the best possible result in this direction. 
Corollary 2.3.2. Df(R(7o)) c__ Df(R(7))for all 3" >_ 3"0" 
Proof. If 70 < 3' < 3'0 + 8, then trivially 3'0 ~ Df(R(7)), while if 
3' > 3'0 + 8, 2.3 implies that the definition of 3'0 is absolute for R(3'). 
Therefore in either case the result follows by Lemma 2.2. 
We now note some simple but important results. 
Theorem 2.4. For all ~, 7, neither/22 (0t) nor/21 (7) is a successor ordinal 
Proof. If/22 (a) = 13 + 1, then a ~ Df(R(/3)). But/3 ~ Df(R(/3 + I)), so 
a ~ Df(R(/~ + 1)) by 2.2, contradiction. Similarly if #1 (7) =/3 + 1, then 
/3 ~ Df(R(7)), whence also ~ + 1 =/3 u (/3) ~ Df(R(7)), contradiction. 
Corollary 2.4.1. ao and 70 are limit ordinals. 
Proof. o~ o =/21 (/22(O~o)) > 0 and 70 =/.12(/21(7o)) > O. 
Theorem 2.5. The ordinals definable in (R(7o), ~) constitute precisely 
the initial segment a o. Equivalently, ao =/21 (70) and 70 =/22 (ao). 
Proof. The definitions imply that a 0 <__ #1 (70) < 3'0 ,<-- #2(ao )" If 
ao ~ Df(R(7o)), then a 0 </21(70) < 70 </22 (a0) and 3"0 $ Df(R(/22 (ao))) 
Hence 3'0 is the least ordinal 3, ~ R(#a(t~ 0 )) such that (3a < 7)(a 
Df(R(7))). But/22(t~o) is a limit ordinal by 2.4, so 2.3 implies that this 
definition of 70 is absolute for (R(/s 2 (a o)), ~), contradiction. Hence 
~0 $ Df(R(70)), so 3'0 =/22(ao ) and r, 0 =/21 (7o). Finally, if/3> a o 
were definable in <R(70 ), E), a o would be also by 2.2. 
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We next present a series of successively stronger characterizations of 
the sizes o fs  o and 70, noting trivially that s o < ~'o < wl" In §4 below 
we investigate the strictness of the last of these inequalities. 
Lemma 2.6 (Fixed-point lemma). (i) I f  f :  "Yo -+ "to is strictly increasing, 
s o ~ ran( f )andf i s  a definable class in (R('Yo), E), then f ( s  o) = s o. 
(ii) I f  f: (3 ~ ~ is strictly increasing, so and 3'0 both belong to ran(f), 
and f n (9[o × "Yo ) is a definable class in (R('y o ), E), then f('Yo ) = "Yo" 
Proof. (i) The definability of f implies that f({3) is definable whenever/3 
is, so f "s  o ~ s o by 2.5. Hence since f i s  strictly increasing, s 0 < f -1 (%)  
< f(f-1 (a0)) = s0  
(ii) Applying the proof of (i) to the definable class f • (3'0 × 7o), we 
see that f (s  o) = a o • Since f is increasing, f-~ (70) = dora ( f  n (70 × 70)), 
so i f f - l (7o)  < 70 thenf-l(~'o ) c Df(R(7o)). But then f-1(7o) < So by 
2.5, so again since f is increasing, 70 < f(so) = s0, contradiction. Hence 
f-1(7o) > 70, that is 70 -> f(7o), so equality holds. 
Corollary 2.6.1. a o and "Yo are limits o f  limit ordinals, limits o f  those, 
and so on. 
Proof. By 2.4.1, applying the lemma successively to the functions enumer 
ating the limits, the limits of limits, and so on. 
Note that i fx is definable in (R(7), ~), so is rk(x). In particular, 
Df(R(~t0)) ~ R(so). Nonetheless, the class Df(R(3'0)) is relatively "broad'" 
as the next result shows. 
Theorem 2.7. L(a o) c___ Df(R(,yo)); indeed, L(a o) = L n Df(R(3~o)). 
Proof. By induction on/3 < a 0. If 13 = 0, L(~) = 0 and the result is imme- 
diate. So take as induction hypothesis that if r/</3, L(~) together with 
all its elements is definable in (R(7o), ~)- If/3 = 7/+ 1 then x ~ L(/3) iff 
there exists a ¢ ~ Fm and aj, ..., a n ~ L(r/) such that 
x = {a ~ L(r/)t(L(r/), E) ~ ¢[a, a 1, ...,an]}; 
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Lemma 2.3 and the induction hypothesis then imply that each such x, 
as well as the collection of all of them, is definable in (R(3'0), ~). Finally, 
if/3 is a limit then L(/3) = Un<0 L(r/), so we can appeal to the fact that 
our formalization of satisfaction is absolute for limit ranks to conclude 
that L(/3) and all its elements are definable in <R(3"0), ~ > (since/3 is). Note 
L(a 0) = U~<~o L(/3) by 2.4.1. 
That L(% ) ~ L n Df(R(3"0)) is immediate, applying the remark pre- 
ceding the theorem to the function od(x) instead of rk(x). 
Theorem 2.8. L(a o) -< L(3'o). 
Proof. It suffices to show that if L(3" 0) ¢ (3v)¢[2] with Y taken from 
L(%), then for some y ~ L(a0), L(3" o) W ¢[y, ~]. Since 3'o is a limit, if 
L(3"0) W (3o)q~[~] then there is an 7/< 3'o and ay  ~ L07) such that 
L(%) ~ ¢[y, ~-]. Also, L(3'0) = L (n(~'°)). Therefore in R(3'o) there is a con- 
structible y such that ¢L [y, 2] ; and since x 6 L(%), Theorem 2.7 implies 
that in <R(3'0), ~) the definable well-ordering of L can be used to define 
the L-least such y. For this y, od(y) < % by 2.5, so R(3' 0) ~ ¢L [y, ~] 
with y ~ L(%), which holds iff L(3'0) ~ 4~[Y, ~]. (Again we are invoking 
the fact that 3'o is a limit to conclude that the relation x ~ L(a), defined 
in terms of the formal notion of satisfaction, is A] in R(3"0).) 
Corollary 2.8.1. L(a 0) and L(3' 0) are models o f  ZFL-P. 
Proof. More generally, whenever a < 13 and L(a) -< L(/3), L(a) and L(/3) 
are models of ZFL-P. The proof is a straightforward adaptation of that 
of theorem 8. 1 of [ 13], using the definition of L(a + I) together with 
the transitivity and absoluteness of the constructible l vels. 
In fact, a slightly stronger esult than 2.8.1 may be obtained by these 
methods. Let ZF- denote ZF minus the axioms of power set and re- 
placement, and consider the axiom schemas 
D 
(Vz) (Vx) (~y) (Vw) ((w s y) ,~ w e x A ¢(x, w, z)) 
and 
(vz-) (Vw) [(Vx e w) (3uiC~(x, w, u, 3) --, 
(3y) (Vx ~ w) (3u E y)qb(x, w, u, z')l. 
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We shall refer to these schemas as the axioms of separation and collec- 
tion, respectively. Then in ZF- ,  the collection and separation schemas 
together imply that of replacement, while in full ZF, both collection and 
separation are implied by replacement; and (see [4] ) the proof of 2.8.1 
may be extended to show that the collection and separation schemas also 
hold in L(~) whenever L(~) < LO3). 
Corollary 2.8.2. In the language of  ordinal recursion theory, s o and 3"0 
are admissible, recursively inaccessible, and so on. 
Proof. This is immediate by the preceding remarks and 2.6 ; see [ 1 ] for 
terminology and background. 
The foregoing results concerning a0 and 3"0 are readily extended to 
transfinite sequences % and 3"~ ; we do not consider these ordinals in the 
sections which follow, but we do summarize here the definitions and re- 
sulting generalizations. Full details are given in [4]. 
Definition. By induction on ~, let 
Then let 
a~ = #~(33" > a)(a q~ Df((R(3"), E, %}~ <~)). 
3"~ =/.t3"(::la < 3")(a ~ Df((R(3"), E, a~}8<~)), 
and 
P](7) = {U~ < 3"(a q Df((R(3'), E, %)6<~)), if defined 
0 if no such a exists or if 3" <_ sup % 
= f /~7> a(~ ~ Df((R(7), E, %)8<~)), if defined /,4(a) 
t 0 if no such 7 exists which is > % for all 6 < ~. 
Note trivially that .the % 's are strictly increasing, the 3"~'s non-decreas- 
ing, and for ~ < 60j, 60 < % < 601 and 60 < Y~ -< 6ol • It will follow from 
results of §4 betow that (V~ < 60 1) (% = 6o 1) is consistent with ZFC; 
however, the consistency of (3~ < 3"o) (3"~ 4= 3"o) relative to ZFC is left 
unresolved. Finally, note again that 3'~ =/a~ (/a] (y~)) and %= ta] (p~2(%)). 
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Clearly, the proofs of 2.1 and 2.2 still go through if Df(R(a)) and 
Df(R(7)) are replaced by Df(<R(a), ~,/3s)~ <t) and Df((R(3,), ~,/~s)s <~), 
respectively. Theorem 2.4 and its corollary then generalize to 
Theorem 2.4'. For all a, % ~, neither #~(a) nor #~(7) is a successor or- 
dinal In particular, a~ and 3, t are limit ordinals for every ~. 
The proof is essentially the same, noting that if/a~ 2 (a) = ~ + 1 then a :/: ~, 
and a ~ Df((R(/3), ~, a s )s <t) unless ~ is a successor and a~_ 1 = ft. However, 
in the latter case a ~ Df((R(/~), ~, a s )~< ~-1) would imply/a~-1 (/3)< a </3, 
contrary to a~_ 1 < tz] -1(/3). Therefore in any case 
~ Df((R(/3), ~, % }s <~, ~,a),  and the contradiction follows as before. 
The generalization of 2.5 splits into two parts. 
Theorem 2.5'. (i) The ordinals definable in (R(7~) , E, as) s <t are pre- 
cisely the initial segment la] ('[~). 
(ii) The ordinals definable in (R(t~2(at)) , ~, %)s <t are precisely the 
initial segment at . 
Similarly, 2.7-2.8.2 become 
Theorem 2.7'./fu~ (3') :~ 0, then L(Ul (7)) c_ Df((R(7) ' ~, as )a<~). 
In particular, (¥$) (L(t~t) c_c_ Df(<R(/~ 2 (at)), q, %)s <¢))" 
Theorem 2.8'. For all ~, L(/~ (~¢)) -< L(Tt) and L(at) < L (ta~2 (at)). 
Corollary 2.8.1'. For every ~, L(at) , L(U~ (7¢)), L(7 t) and L(/a~(a¢)) are 
models o f  ZFL-P. 
Corollary 2.8.2'. For every ~, at, #i (3,t) , 3't and la[(a~) are admissible, 
recursively inaccessible, and so on. 
In each case the proofs mimic those for ~ - 0 given above. Finally, the 
statement and proof of 2.6' is obtained from that of 2.6 by replacing3,0, 
~0, and (R(3'0), ~) everywhere by 3, t, ~(.yt), and <R(3,t) , ~, %)~<t' 
respectively. 
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The parallelism here between oft and ts] (7~) and between ~,~ and 
#~2(a~) strongly suggests that 2.5' might be strengthened to a t =/a] (7~) 
and 7~ =/fi2(%) for all ~. The last theorem of this section gives a partial 
result in this direction. 
Theorem 2.9. I f  ~ is less than every fixed-point of  the function f given by 
f(~) = ~ , then a~ q~ Df((R(7~), ~, %)a<~). Equivalently, a t =/a~(7~) and 
"~ = la~2(~  ) for such t!. 
Proof. By induction. For ~ = 0 this is Theorem 2.5; and for any ~, it is 
immediate from the definitions that % -< t~]('r~) < 7~ < t~(%)- More- 
over, if a~ ~ Df((R(~,~), ~, %~<~), then 
a t < u] %)< < 
and 
7~ ~t Df((R(#~(a~)), ~, %)~<~). 
So assume by induction that 7_ =/a~(a ) for all r~ < ~. If p~(a~) _< p~(%) 
for some 5 < ~, then 7~ = ta~ (a'i.), since 'otherwise 3'~ < P~ (~)  -~ ta~ (%! = 
7a, contrary to % < ~'~. So suppose/a~(a~) > #~(%) = 7, ~or all ri< ~. 
Then by Lemma 2.3, for r~ < ~ the inductive definition 
a = #a(3 7 > or) (a ¢ Df((R(7), e, %)6<,)) 
is absolute for R(P~2(~)). Consequently, as in the case ~ -- 0 above, 
7~ < P~(a~) implies that for ~ less than every fixed-point of f, 7~ is de- 
finable in (R(14(%)), ~, %)~<~ as the least ordinal 7 such that 
7 >- supn<~a n and (3,~ < 7) (a q~ Df((R(7), ~, %),<~)). This, however, 
contradicts the result above. 
The restriction on ~ in Theorem 2.9 is only used to ensure that ~< a t 
at each step of the induction, so that ~ and hence the sequence (a~) <~ 
will be definable in (R(tl~(a~)),~,%)~<~ (recalling once more that a t = 
ta] (ta~(a~))). If (a )<~ could be shown definable independent of the de- 
finability of ~, the result would go through for all ~; however, there ap- 
pears to be an essential difficulty in this direction. Alternatively, it may 
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be that the hypothesis of 2.9 is vacuous; in any case the corresponding 
function g(~) = 7n enumerating the ~,-sequence rtainly has no fixed 
points, since ~ _< a~ < 9'~ always. 
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§3 
We develop here a very useful technique for demonstrating definability 
in the structures (R(a), ~ >. The essence of the technique is the device of 
"laying down" a structure too "tall" to fit into R(~) by considering a 
"short but broad" isomorph inside R((x). Abstracting this idea leads to 
the following precise formulation. 
Theorem 3.1 (The laying-down theorem). Let I ~ be a class o f  transitive 
E-structures for ZFC whose universes are sets. Let a be a limit ordinal 
and let t E R(a)  be such that t E Y for each Y E P. Suppose (p and d~ are 
formulas o f  ZFC with one and two free variables, respectively, each ab- 
solute for R(a), such that in ZFC it is provable that 
(1) (VX) (@(X) ~ (3Y ~ P) (X _~ Y)), that is, 4> characterizes I" up to 
isomorphism," 
and 
(2) (YY) [~b(Y) -+ (3! u E Y )~(u ,  Y)], 
(VY ~ I') ~(t ,  Y), and 
(YX) (¥Y E 1-') (Vf) (¥u ~ X) [f: X ~_ Y ^ ~(u, X )  ~ xP(f(u), Y)]. 
Finally suppose (3x E R(u) ) ( : l y  E l ' ) ( Ix l  = I Y1). Then t is definable in 
R(oO. 
Proof. Pick x, .'1I, f such  that x ~ R(a), YE P, and f i sa  mapping ofx  one- 
one onto Y. Define E c_C_ x X x by aEb i f f f (a)  ~ f(b).  Since a is a limit, 
E ~ R(a), hence so is X = <x, E) L Then X -~ Y, so q~(X) holds by (1), and 
by absoluteness, R(a) ~ @(X). Since each element of P is transitive, (1) 
implies that if ~b(Z) holds, Z is a well-founded model of extensionality. 
Thus if @(Z), the Mostowski collapsing theorem implies there is a unique 
g and a unique Y E P such that g: Z ~- Y. Also, (2) together with ~b(X) 
implies that R(a)  ~ (3! u x E X)~(u  x, X), since 4~ and • are absolute for 
R(a) and R(a) is transitive. X may not be definable in R(a), but (2) to- 
gether with the fact that t E Y for every Y E P implies that t is the unique 
isomorph, under the collapsing map on X, of any such u x . Since the 
transitive collapse of X, that is Y, is not necessarily contained in R(a),  it 
remains to show that a suitable restriction of the collapsing map on X 
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can be described in R(a). For this, consider {z c___x I(Vo) (oEu x ~ v~z)  A 
(¥r) (Vs) (rEs A S ~ Z ~ r ~ z)} ; for any z in this set, <z, E} is a well- 
founded model of extensionality, to which Mostowski's theorem applies. 
The transitive collapse of any such (z, E) will be a transitive set contain- 
ing t as a subset, and since a is a limit, t ~ R(a)  implies TC(t) also be- 
longs to R(a). Hence the collapsing map on X, restricted to the inverse 
image under itself of TC(t), will belong to R(a). So, let 0 be the formula 
(Vf) [(fen(f) A dom(f) c__ X A (Vv) (vEu ~ v~ dora(f)) 
A (Vr ~ dom(f)) (Vs) (sEr -~ s ~ dora(f)) 
A (Vp ~ dom(f)) (¥q E dom(f)) (pEq "~ f (p)  ~ f (q)) )  -," 
f "u  = w] . 
O(u, w, X)  expresses the statement "w is the isomorph of u under the re- 
striction to dam(f) of the transitive collapsing map on X". The foregoing 
arguments show that such an f exists in R(a)  and 
R(~) ~ (3! w) (VZ) (Vu) [(e(Z) A u e Z ^ ~(u ,  Z)) -~ O(u, w, Z)] , 
namely, take w -- t. Thus t ~ Df(R(a)). 
As a special case we may take P = {L(¢Ol)} , a = w 1 (more generally, 
one could take a to be any limit ordinal > fl~=/~a(a ~ Df(L(wl))), t =/~, 
to be the formula of ZFC expressing "M is uncountable and (M, E) is 
a well-founded model of (ZFL-P+ every ordinal is countable)", and 
xlt(u, Y) to be the formula of ZFC expressing "u is the least Y-ordinal 
not definable in Y". This yields 
Theorem 3.2. Ua(a $ Df(L(~I))) < #~,(a ~ Df(R(6Ol))). 
Theorem 3.2 extends a result of A. Blass (unpublished); he obtained 
the above under the assumption V = L. Blass has also shown that if 
V = L,/a,~(a q~ Df(L(~o I ))) = tax~(L(t~) < L(w 1 )) and a 0 =pa(a q~ Df(R(wl) ) 
(For the latter, see § 4 below.) These results answer questions recently 
suggested by R. Jensen (private communication). 
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The laying-down technique may also be adapted to defining predi- 
cates in R(a). A general theorem analogous to 3.1 could readily be for- 
mulated, but the following example is all that will be needed here. 
Theorem 3.3. There is a formula c~(x) such that for rl < 3"n and tc_ L(r/), 
R(3" 0) ~ ~b[t] i ff  t E L. Thus for t c__ L(~), the notion "t is constructible" 
is definable in R(3"o). 
Proof. Since r /< 3"0 ~ ¢O1' t a constructible subset of L(r/) implies 
t c L(~I); and again, L(w 1) is characterized up to isomorphism by the 
formula q~ exhibited above in the proof of 3.2. Thus t as above is con- 
stmctible iff the formula 
(3Z) (3u) (3r/) (~f) (By) [~(Z) A yEZ A ordZ (y) A fcn(f) A dom(f) = 
= L z (y) A ord(r/) ^  ran(f) = L(~) A U ~ Z A U C_ L z (y) 
^ (Vu 6 dom(f)) (Vv ~ dora(f)) (uEv ~ f(u) ~ f(v)) 
^f"u  : tl 
holds in R(3'0), where ord z and L z denote the analogues of ord and L 
in Z = (z, E). 
Corollary 3.3.1. The no tion "Ii is a constructible cardinal" is definable 
in R(3"o) for ~ < 3"0" 
Proof. ~ <: 3"0 is a constructible cardinal iff 
7 (3 f ) (36) (6  < ~ ^ fmaps  6 onto ~ ^  f i s  constructible). 
But any such f would be contained in ~ × ~ c_ L(~ + 3), and ~ + 3 < 3'0 
since q~0 is a limit. Thus f would be a constructible subset of L(~) for  
r/= ~ + 3, so 3.3 applies to show '~f is constructible" is definable in R(3"0). 
We are now in a position to establish the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.4. ZFC ~ 3'0 is a constructible cardinal. 
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Proof. By cases. 
Case 1: R('y o) ~ (Vz) (ord(z) ~ (3w) (ord(w) ^  w > z ^ w is a construc- 
tible cardinal)). 
Then 3, 0 is a limit of constructible cardinals, and hence a constructible 
cardinal itself. 
Case 2:R(7 o) ~ (¥z) (ord(z) ^  z > co ~ z is not a constructible cardinal). 
Then 3'0 -< w~. However, by Theorem 4.2 (proved independently be- 
low), coil < 70 always holds. 
Case 3: R('ro) ~ (3z) (z is a constructible cardinal ^  z > co ^  (¥w) 
(ord(w) ^  w > z -+ w is not a constructible cardinal)). Let ~ then de- 
note this unique largest constructible cardinal in R(70)- Since 
~ Df(R('},o)), ~ < a 0. We claim 3'0 = (~+)L. Otherwise 3'0 < (~+)L, SO 
suppose g ~ L maps ~ one-one onto "Y0 (note that as a subset of ~ X "Y0' 
g E L((~+) L)). We will apply the laying-down theorem to obtain a con- 
tradiction from this assumption. So let 
r = (L(rt) I r/_> ~j+ _> (~+)L ^  L(r/) ~ ZFL-P}. 
Since co < ~ < -r 0, IR(~)I > ~, and hence 
(3xER(,Yo))(3ri)(L(rl)E P^ Ixl-- IL(zT)l). 
So take ~ to be the formula of ZFC expressing "Z = (M, E) is a well- 
founded model of ZFL-P ^ ~1 (3h) (h maps ~ onto the ordinals of Z) 
A (¥x) (ord(x) A X < 3'0 ~ (3!z~M) (z is an ordinal o fZa  (z,E) is or- 
der isomorphic to (x, ~)))". ¢ characterizes P up to isomorphism. Since 
~'0 q~ R('r0)' ¢ is not absolute for R(70); but by simply omitting the con- 
junct x < 70 we obtain a formula equivalent in R(3, 0) to ¢, and the 
proof of 3.1 still goes through. Now assume ~b(Z), and let "~0 denote the 
least ordinal 3, of Z such that 
(3x) (ord(x) ^  x < 3, 0 A (7,E) is order isomorphic to (x, ~ )); 
again, by omitting the conjunct x < 3, 0 , this definition of 3,o z can be 
given in R(3,0). There must be such a ~0, since otherwise some function 
k maps 7 0 onto the ordinals of Z, contrary to ¢(Z). Note this argument 
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also relativizes to R(70), since if Z ~ R(7o), so is ko g c__ ~ × Z. Also, 
~b(Z) implies I ~1 = 1701 < I ordinals of Z I, so there are ordinals of Z 
greater than 70 z. Let ~z denote the ordinal of  Z with (~z, E> order iso- 
morphic to <~, E), and le t f  z be the least map (with respect o the de- 
finable well-ordering of L) in Z of ~z one-one onto 70z; such a map must 
exist, since by assumption g c L((~+) L) maps ~ one-one onto 70 . Clearly 
~z and f z  are definable from Z in R(3'0). Finally, let ~z be that ordinal 
of Z with (a z, E> order isomorphic to <%, E>, and let ~.z = ( f z ) - l (~z) .  
~z < ~z, so there is a unique (real) ordinal ~" such that <~', E> is order iso- 
morphic to <~z E>; and since ~" < ~ < s 0, ~" G Df(R(70)). Therefore let 
q~(u, Y) be the formula of ZF expressing 
"(Vv) [(v is an ordinal of Y= (M, E> ^  <v, E> is order 
isomorphic to (~', e>) -, u = fY(o)] ", 
where f Y is as defined above. Then '~(a o, Y) holds for each Y~ P, and 
(VY) [O(Y) ~ (3!u ~ Y)q~(u, Y)]. Thus the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 
are satisfied, and we conclude s 0 ~ Df(R(~,0)), contrary to 2.5. This 
proves the claim and the theorem. 
Corollary 3.4.1. Either 70 < wLso or 70 = wL 0. 
Proof. Let/3 = the supremum of the indices of the constructible cardinals 
of R(7o). If/3 < 7 o, then/3~ Df(R(7o)) by 3.3.1, so/3 < o~ o, whence 
13 + 1 < s 0 and 70 = w~+i. Otherwise/3 = 70, so 70 = we - 
'70 
In § 5, we show that if V = L u , where/s is a normal 2-valued measure 
on a cardinal ~:, then a 0 = wL~o and 70 = w 1 = W~o. In general, however, 
s 0 will not be a constructible cardinal, since in the next section we de- 
monstrate the consistency of 7 o = w~. 
Remark. In connection with the results of this section, it should be 
noted that Boolos [ 2] has given an example of a sentence of ZF whose 
well-founded models constitute, up to isomorphism, the class F = 
(L(r/) I r /an ordinal). In particular, subject to verification of the requisite 
absoluteness properties, Boolos' sentence might be employed as an alter- 
native in proofs of results such as 3.4. 
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§4 
In this section various consistency results are obtained concerning the 
inequality 3"0 < tol" We begin with a theorem of A. Blass. 
Theorem 4.1 (A. Blass, unpublished). Assume V = L, ~ < r/< 3' <_ wl ,  
and 77 ~ Df(R(3')). Then ~; ~ Df(R(3")). 
Proof. The result is immediate if ~ < co + to. If ~ > to + to, R(~) contains 
well-orderings of to of every order type, in particular of type _> 77 (indeed, 
9(to X to) c_ R(to + 1)). The fact that -< is such a well-ordering can be 
expressed by the statement "There is an order isomorphism f of (r/, ~) 
onto an initial segment of ~ to, -< >". However, 9 (77 X to) ~ R(r/+ 3), so 
we will in general only have f~ R(r~ + 3), and since r/+ 1 < 3", this is not 
good enough for our purposes. Instead we employ the following device: 
~< is a well-ordering of to of order type > ~7 iff 
<c_C_ to x w ^ (v#< #) (w < to) (3y  to)[x-<y ^ (3D 
( f i s  a function mapping ~ (nln -~ x ) ,~  ) isomorphically 
onto (~, ~))] . 
Here f c_ to X ~ and ~ < r, so 
rk(f)  _< max (03, a) + 2 < max (to + 2, 13 + 1) < rl < 3'. 
Therefore this definition is absolute for R(3'). Since V = L, there is a A~ 
(and thus an R(7)-definable) well-ordering of the reals, so by the hypo- 
thesis that 77 ~ Df(R(~'))we can specify in R(7)that < be the L-least well- 
ordering of to of order type _> r/. Then let m be the ~th element of ~ in 
the ordering .<. Since m is an integer, m ~ Df(R (3')); hence so is "the 
order type of the initial segment of <~ determined by m", noting that 
the notion "order type of" is absolute for R(3') by a proof like that given 
above. 
Theorem 4.2. I f  V = L, 3'0 = to1" More generally, toe <_ 70 <- tol  in any 
model of  ZF. 
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Proof. We show that if V = L and 7 < co~, every ordinal < 3' is definable 
in R(7). If 3' is a successor ordinal, this is corollary to 4.1. So let 3" be a 
limit ordinal > w + co. Then again, every well-ordering of ~ belongs to 
R(7), and since 3' < co 1, the following sentence is satisfied in R(7): 
(~<) (-< ~ co X ¢o^ (Va) (ord(a) -~ (3x E co) (Sf)  ( f i s  a func- 
tion mapping ((n I n < x }, -< ~ isomorphically onto (a, ~ ))) ]. 
As before, we may define < in R(7) to be the least such -< with respect 
to the A~ well-ordering of the reals in L. Then for ~ < 3", let m~ be the 
~th element of co in the ordering -<; once again, m~ is definable in R(3') 
as a natural number, so ( is definable in (R(3'), ~) as the order type of 
the initial segment of -< determined by m~. In general, if M ~ ZF, the 
proof relativizes to L M. 
Corollary 4.2.1. Con(ZF) implies Con(ZF + GCH + 7 o = co~). 
Remark. The only fact used above about L was the existence there of a 
definable well-ordering of the reals absolute for R(7). In particular, the 
same proof will go through to show 3'0 = c°l in any model possessing an 
analytical well-ordering o f~ (w). However, we will demonstrate the in- 
dependence of V = L from 70 = w l by a different method that yields 
more. 
Let M be a countable standard model of ZF + GCH. Trivial cardinality 
considerations imply that there are regular cardinals of M not definable 
at some higher stage of the rank hierarchy. But given any regular cardinal 
of M, a Cohen extension of M can be constructed in which ~ ~ Dr(R(7)) 
for all 3' > ~. Specifically, by techniques of Cohen we can obtain an 
M[G] preserving cardinals in which ~ is the least (or even the only) car- 
dinal where the GCH fails. Thus in M[G] 
=/av(v > w A V is a cardinal ^  (3#) (r/is a cardinal 
A tg(v ) i  > n > V)). 
Here everything within the scope of the/a-operator is absolute for ranks 
except the term I~(u) l > ft. To check at what level the necessary func- 
tion appears, say ~ = co, and assume I~(~)1 = 6o4÷ 2 inM[G], as we may 
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without loss of generality. Then if re  N maps 9 (~) one-one onto w,~+2, 
f~  9(~) × ~+2 ~ R(t~=+2)' so le  R(~+ 2 + 1). Thus ~ is definable in 
R(7) by the above definition for 7 ~ ¢o~+2 + 1. To see ~ e Df(R(7)) for 
all 7 > ~, note that otherwise t~°(~) 4: 0, so 2.4 implies/s°(G) is a limit 
ordinal >~. But if A is a limit ordinal and ~ < ~ < ~+1,  ~ is definable in 
R(~,) as the largest cardinal, since for ~ </3 < k any f:  ~LzL~ ~ must be- . . onto  
long to R(/3 + 3). Similarly if w,~+l < ;~ K ¢o~÷ 2, ~ is definable in R(;k) as 
the second largest cardinal. Hence/a°(~) > ~+2 + 1, contrary to the re- 
sult obtained above. 
Although this technique of GCH alteration applies only to regular car- 
dinals, we can nevertheless exploit it to define countable ordinals by not. 
ing that sets of uncountable cardinality appear long before the initial or- 
dinal of the same cardinality. In particular IR(w + t~)l= "~a for all a. 
Theorem 4.3. Let M be a countable standard model of  ZFL. Then there 
is an N D M with the same cardinals uch that ~ > aM and N ~ ZFC + 
V4:L+70=w L. 
Proof. Since M ~ AC, ~to  ÷ 1 is regular in M. Also, since t~ > o~ 2 and 
+ w 2 = w 2, we have aM + 1 = ~ + aM + 1. Thus by the GCH, N~+I  = 
IR(a~ + 1)I M. Now take N to be a Cohen extension of M preserving car- 
dinals in which the GCH first fails at R~+I '  say 19(~%M+1)1 = ~-~+3" 
Then in N, e~ is the least ordinal/3 such that 
(3x)(IR(/3+ 1)l < Ixl < IR(/3+2)1). 
Again we need to check at what level this definition becomes absolute. 
Since IR(/3 + 1)1 < Ix I < IR(/3 + 2) I is expressed by the formula 
(3/)(3g)[f:R((3+l)-----~ x^g:x  '- R(/3 + 2) 
1-1  1 -1  
^7(3h)(Bj ) (h:x  ~a(/3+ 1) vj:R(/3 + 2) ----~ x)] ,  
1-1  1 -1  
we need only compute the ranks o f f  and g. We have 
+ 1) × x c_c_ R , ou + l) × R ,,,oM + 21 
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SO 
Similarly 
f c__ R(aM + 4). 
g ~ x X R(a~ t + 2) c R(a0M + 2) × R(,~0M + 2), 
so both f  and g belong to R(a~ + 5). Therefore in N, a M ~ Df(R(7)) for 
all 3, > a M , so a N 4: a M. Also, co N ~ ~0 ~ C°l L = cON. But if a N < a M 
then 3~0 K aM < 60~ = 60~; for otherwise aN < aM < 3~v0, whicUh by ~.5 
would imply aM q~ Df(R(3~0 )) in N, contrary to construction. Hence 
a~ < %N 
Corollary 4.3.1. Con(ZF) implies Con(ZFC + -I GCH + 3¢0 = co~ = co1 ). 
in order to establish the independence of3'0 = 6ol, we recall some re- 
suits from [10] (see also [t7]) .  
Definition. A notion of forcing (C, <_) is homogeneous iff for every 
p, q e C there is an automorphism rr of C such that 71 "-1 (t9) and q have a 
common extension. 
In particular, IAI~ ~ implies H~ (A, B,) is homogeneous. The signi- 
ficance of homogeneity derives from qL6vy s 
Theorem [10]. Let (C, ~) be a homogeneous notion of forcing in a count- 
able standard model M of ZFC, and let G be C-generic over M. Then if x 
is HOD in M[ G], x ~ M. 
We now invoke L6vy's technique of cardinal collapsing. 
Theorem 4.4. Con(ZF) implies Con(ZF + GCH + 3'o = col < 601 )" 
Proof. Given a countable standard model of ZF, let M be its construc- 
tible submodel. Thus M ~ ZFL. Now as in [ 17], take G M-generic with 
respect o H~o(So, ~)"  Then in N = M[ G ], S~ (= co~) is countable. Also, 
Hso(S 0, S~) satisfies the ~2-antichain condition in M, so every M-car- 
dinal ) NM remains a cardinal in M[G], and standard arguments show 
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N ~ GCH. Now, in N, define D : co ~ COL by 
29 
t~ if a is defined in R(w L) by the formula with 
D(n) = t GSdel number n
0 if the formula with G6del number n defines no 
in R(coL). 
Since D is definable, it is a fortiori OD in N, so as a function from ordi- 
nals to ordinals it is actually HOD in N. But Ldvy's theorem and the re- 
mark preceding it imply that HOD = L in N. Hence D ~ L; in particular 
D cannot be onto. Thus 
N ~ (3a < coL)(a q Df(R(CO~))), 
so 4.2 implies N ~ 7o = COL. 
Corollary 4.4.1. Con(ZF) implies Con(ZFC + -1 GCH + COL = 70 < co1 ). 
Proof. Take N = M[G] as in 4.4, and pass to a homogeneous extension 
N' = N[G'] in which cardinals are preserved but the GCH fails (taking as 
conditions, for example, HN (b~ 0X ~2, 2)). Then N' = M[G × G'], so de- 
fining D in N' as in 4.4 show~ N' ~ 70 = COL. 
In all the models so far considered, 70 = COL. In view of the remark 
following Corollary 4.2.1, one approach to violating this would be to 
find a model of ZF in which COL ~ 6o 1 and there is an analytical well- 
ordering of the reals. Such a model has in fact been constructed, for 
quite different purposes, in [8]. We follow a different (and much 
simpler) course. 
Note that in order to have 70 > co L we must have tz 0 > COL also; for if 
< COL, there exists an f~ L(co L) mapping co one-one onto/3. Thus if 
70 > COL, each ~ < COL is constructibly countable in R(7o), so COL is de- 
finable in (R(7o), ~) as the least ordinal not constructibly countable. But 
by 2.5 this is impossible if COL > %. Similar considerations show, for ex- 
ample, that 70 = COL cannot hold in any ZF-model. 
t,O 
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Theorem 4.5. Con(ZF) implies Con(ZFC +-1GCH + wE < 3, 0 = COl). 
Proof. Let M be a countable standard model of ZF + GCH + 70 = 
co~ < col = COL, for example the model constructed in 4.4. Let 
f :  co ~ coL be an increasing function cofinal in COL. (To get such a func- 
tion, take g ~ M mapping co one-one onto col and define f by f(0) = g(0) 
and f(n + 1) = g(t~m(g(m) > f(n))).) Now (see [ 17] ), either by the tech- 
niques of Easton or, more simply, using product notions of forcing over 
sets, extend M to an N = M[ G] preserving cardinals but having the GCH 
fail below So~ precisely for the regular cardinals Sf0~+l Again, for 
f( i) ~ co 2, co + f( i)  = f(i), so in N, f( i)  E Df(R(7)) for every i < co and 
every 3' > f( i) - the argument is the same as in the proof of 4.3. In parti- 
cular, the ordinals definable in R(coL) are cofinal in coL, so COL < aN < 
~0 ~CO N= 1 COL. Finally, 3.4 states that 70 is always a constructible car- 
dinal, so ~0 = col x '  
Corollary 4.5.1. Con(ZF) implies Con(ZFC +-1GCH + COl L < 3'0 < 6°1)" 
Proof. Let N be the model constructed in 4.5, so N ~ ZFC + 7 GCH + 
co~- < 70 = c°1- Exactly as in 4.4, extend to an N' in which ool x has been 
collapsed to a countable ordinal. As argued there, every cardinal of 
N > bl N will remain a cardinal in the passage from N to N'; and if we de- 
fine D" co -~ co N as in the proof of 4.4 but with the superscript L re- 
placed by N, then D ~ HOD (N') c N by L~vy's theorem. We conclude 
again that D is not onto, so .~0' <- coN < CON'. To see that co~ < 70 in N', 
it suffices to show that f( i) ~ Df(R(,),)) for all 7 > f( i)  still holds in N' 
whenever f ( i ) .~ co2, where f is the function defined in 4.5. In fact, these 
f( i)  will be definable by the same formulas as used in N, if cardinalities 
of power sets are preserved in the passage from N to N'. Now N ~-3 GCH, 
but since the GCH was only altered at cardinals with successor indices, 
N ~ 2 s° = ~ 1 This suffices to carry through the usual computation show- 
ing 15~ (S ) I  N' ~ (2~c~) N, and it is clear from the collapsing construction 
that for a ) co, b~ N = 8N'. 
The preceding theorems eem to settle the usual consistency questions 
regarding the inequality 70 g col ' except for the relative consistency of 
ZF + GCH + COl L < 7o" For this, we need a definable property of cardinals 
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which can be manipulated independently of the GCH. The tools are at 
hand in the work of McAloon [ 1 2], portions of which we now recall. 
Definition. F (~)  iff ~ is a regular cardinal and 
(3xC-b~)[Ixl=b~ A(Vy)(yC-C-xAyEL-+ ly l<~)] .  
Theorem (McAloon). l f  M is a countable standard model of ZFL and G 
is M-generic with respect o the notion of forcing Hso(~ o, RM) in M, then 
M[G] ~ F(b~ o) A (¥/3 > 0) ('q F(~)) .  
Remark. Actually, McAloon considers the notion of forcing Hso(b~ 0, 2); 
the proof, however, is the same. The assumption that M ~ V = L is also 
inessential. 
Again following McAloon, if M is a countable standard model of ZF 
and X ~ M is a set of indices of M, let Qx denote the notion of forcing 
He  x H~(~,  2) in M, with extension given by inclusion in every factor. 
Theorem 4.6. Con(ZF) implies Con(ZF + GCH + Wl L < 70 = ¢°1)" 
Proof. Let M be a countable standard model of ZFL, and let N be a 
Cohen extension of M with respect o the notion of forcing Hso(R 0, ~M). 
By Theorem 4.4 and McAloon's theorem above, 
N ~ ZF + GCH + 70 = w[ < 6Ol +(¥a) (F (~)  , , a = 0). 
Now as in the proof of 4.5, let f in N be an increasing cofinal map of 60 
into 601 L, and put X= (f(i) + 1 "i~ 60}. Since N ~ AC, Xis a set of in- 
dices of regular cardinals in N. Taking G to be Qx-generic over N as in 
[ 1 2], standard product-forcing arguments ( ee for example [22] ) show 
that 
N[G] ~ ZFC+GCH+(Va< 60~) (V/3) 
(a = ~ + 1 --> (F (R)  ~-> a ~ X)). 
Moreover, 60~¢~G1 = wN = wL. Thus in NtGI, each f(i) + 1 is definable as 
the index of the i th successor cardinal a satisfying F(,~). We complete 
the proof by showing that these definitions can be given in R(w[), so the 
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ordinals definable in R(60~) are cofinal in co~, contrary to 3, 0 = u)lk. 
3, 0 = coj then follows by 3.4. So, without loss of generality, assume 
f(i) + 1 > co2 for all i ~ co. It suffices to show that the notion F (S )  is 
definable in R(co~) for 6o 2 < a = 1~ + 1 < co~. For this, we once more in- 
voke the laying-down technique. Note that for a as above, ~ = IR(a)l -- 
c~ 
IL(N )1 in N[GI by the GCH. Then F (N)  holds i f f in  R(w~), 
(3Y) (3E) (Y -- (R(a + 1), E) A E C-R(a + 1) × R(~+ 1) ^  Y ~ ZFL-P 
A (3~ ~ Y) (ordr(~) n I{z~ YIzE~}I = 1R(a)l ^  (V17) (ordY(r/) A f/Et~ 
--, I{z G YIzErT)l < IR(o01)) A (~x*) (x* ~ R(a+ 1) A Ix*l= IR(o01 
^ (vz)(zex* --, zE~) A (Vy*) [(y* C_X* 
A(3WE Y) (Vu) (u~y*~ uEw))-~ ly* l< Ix*l])). 
To see this, note 1%,~ L(Na+I) , and a subset of S is in L iff it belongs to 
L(N +1). Then the formula above states that Y is an isomorph of 
(L(~ +t), ~), ~ is the ordinal of Y isomorphic to S ,  and x*, y* are in- 
verse images, under the transitive collapsing map on Y, of x, y c ~ as in 
the definition of F (S ) .  
Corollary 4.6.1. Con(ZF) implies Con(ZF + GCH + coL < 3% < wt). 
Proof. As in 4.5.1 collapsing co~ [cl of 4.6 to co. 
We remark that here again, the model constructed in [81 also estab- 
lishes 4.6; GCH holds there since in that model (3a c__ co)(V -- L[a] ). 
Curiously, the construction of that model also employs techniques from 
[ 1 2], but not those used in the proofs above. 
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§5 
We consider in this final section how the existence of a measurable 
cardinal affects the preceding results. 
Definition. An uncountable cardinal K is measurable i f f9  (K) contains a
subset D which is a non-principal g-complete ultrafilter, that is, a non- 
empty subset containing no singletons, closed under supersets and inter- 
section of fewer than K elements, and containing, for each x c_ ~, either 
x or K-x.  Equivalently, 
10 if xaD 
/~(x) = if ~-x  ~ D 
defines a r-additive measure/a :9 (K) ~ {0, 1). If for every g :x  -~ K, 
{~tg(~) > ~} ~ D implies (3~7 < K) ({~ Ig(~) = ~} ~ D), thenD (or the 
associated measure tz) is said to be normal. 
It is clear that the notions "K is measurable" and "p is a normal mea- 
sure on K" are expressible in ZF. We abbreviate the theory ZFC + "there 
is a measurable cardinal" by ZFM and proceed now to recall some basic 
results from the theory of measurable cardinals. Proofs of these and many 
of the other results cited below may be found in the survey paper [ 16 ] 
of Shoenfield. 
Theorem (Scott). (i) I f  x is measurable, then • possesses a normal mea- 
sure. 
(ii) ZFM t-- V :~ L. 
Theorem (Hanf-Tarski). I f  K is measurable, it is the K th regular limit car- 
dinal. (In particular, in ZFM a measurable cardinal is very large. )
Theorem (Silver [ 18] ). Con(ZFM) implies Con(ZFM + GCH). 
The proof of Silver's theorem consists in showing that the GCH holds 
in the substructure L of sets constructible from the measure # on K, # 
and that K remains measurable in that substructure. Since the class L 
will be involved repeatedly in what follows, we give a precise definition. 
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Definition. Given a structure 9/ = (M, ~, R>, R c_ M, let ~ ~e be the lan- 
guage of ZF augmented by a unary predicate symbol P, constants m for 
each m ~ M, and the descriptive operator ( -  I - )  for formation of closed 
terms. Then by induction, given any set A, define 
(i) L A (0) = 0, 
(ii) L A (k) = U<~ L A (a) for limit ;~, 
(iii) L A (a + 1) = (x c__ LA (a)l for some unary q~ in ~?qt (~), 
x = (yl L A (a) ~ q~[Yl), where~ (a) is the structure 
A n 
Finally, define the class L A to  be O LA(a) .  
In case # is a normal measure on ~, D the associated normal ultrafilter, 
L,  and L D coincide. We also write V = L A as an abbreviation for the 
sentence (¥x) (3~) (x ~ LA (~)). 
The class L u behaves like L in many important respects. In particular,• 
given a model M of ZFM in which x has the normal measure Is, let tt' = 
,IS n L M- then Silver's Theorem actually states that 
L M ~ ZFC + GCH + Is' is a normal measure on K + V, = L ,. 
Moreover, it is shown in [ 1 8] that if V = Lu, there is a A~ well-ordering 
of 9(03). Hence the remark following 4,2.1 implies that Theorem 4.2 
holcls with L replaced by L ,  using the result of [ 19] that 5~(w) n L is 
Z~. Thus Con(ZFM) implies Con(ZFM + GCH + 3'o = wl). 
To extend other consistency results of § 4 to the context of ZFM, we 
recall a basic result of L~vy and Solovay. 
Definition. Let M be a countable model of ZFC, C a notion of forcing in 
M, and N a Cohen extension of M with respect o C. If  ~ is a cardinal of 
M and I CI < ~, then C (or N) is said to be g-mild 
Theorem (L6vy-Solovay [ 11 ] ). I f  M is a countable model of  ZFC and 
M 1 = "~: is measurable", then N ~ "x is measurable" for any K-mild ex- 
tension NofM.  
In particular, if M ~ "Is is a measure on g", then N ~ "v is a measure 
on ~:", where v is defined on 9 N(~:) by 
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0 if (3y  E M) (x c_c_ y c_ t¢ A M(Y) = 0) 
V(X)- 1 if (3y~M)(y~x_C_K^tafy )  1)" 
It follows by induction that L (a )  = L(a)  for all a. 
Now let K N ZFM, and take M = L g . The proof of 4.3 then goes u 
through to establish that Con(ZFM) implies Con(ZFM + 7 GCH + 3,0 = 
60 Lu = 601); we need only note that the Cohen extension involved is 
Lv = 60L~a : mild, so by the L~vy-Solovay theorem and 4.2, COl N > T~0 > 601 
601N. Similarly, the proofs of 4.4 and 4.4.1 still hold with L replaced by 
L"  the function D" 60-~ 09~u is definable from 601Lu, so (by the charac- 
terization of ordinal definability in terms of ordinal parameters) 
D~HOD=L inN. 
In extending 4.5, however, there is a difficulty. The Cohen extension 
involved is mild, so the argument carries over with L replacing L, ex- 
cept for the final statement that 7~0 - ~ .  In drawing this conclusion, 
appeal was made to 3.4. However, it is not clear that 70 is necessarily a 
cardinal of L N in a mild Cohen extension N of L . The trouble is that if 
v /a 
# is a measure on K and a < K, there may be x ~ L such that x c__ Lu(~ )
but x is not constructed before the K th stage (so x ~ Lu(a+)). This fact 
seems to rule out use of the laying-down technique as in 3.4, since we 
cannot expect o find an element of R('r0) of cardinality K. Note, how- 
ever, that the proof of Corollary 4.5.1 still works to show that 
Con(ZFM + 7 GCH + 60Lu < 3"0 = 091)  implies Con(ZFM + 7 GCH + wLu < 
7 0 < 601). Thus regardless of the status of 3'0 = 601 in 4.5, we have in 
any case that Con(ZFM) implies Con(ZFM +7 GCH + 091Lu < 3"0 < 6°1)" 
Finally, the proof of 4.6 also involved essential use of the laying-down 
technique, so it is not clear how to extend 4.6.1 to the context of ZFM. 
We now summarize the results above. 
Theorem 5.1. (i) Con(ZFM) implies Con(ZFM + GCH + 70 = 091 ). 
(ii) Con(ZFM) implies Con(ZFM +7 GCH + 3, 0 = ¢oLu = 6ol). 
(iii) Con(ZFM) implies Con(ZFM + GCH + 3,0 = 60Lu < 6Ol) .
(iv) Con(ZFM) implies Con(ZFM + 7 GCH + "yoZ ' 09L~, < 6ol) . 
(v) Con(ZFM) implies Con(ZFM +7 GCH + 601 ~ < 3,o < 6°1)" 
We conclude this presentation by showing that if V = Lu, a0 is a large 
constructible cardinal. The result depends on concepts ol ~ SilTer [ 20] 
which we now recall. 
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Definition. Given a structure ~ with domain A and a subset X of A 
linearly ordered by <, X is a set ofindiscernibles in ~ iff (Pi, x 1 .... ' xn ) 
is elementarily equivalent o (~,  Y l, ' "  Yn ) whenever xl < ' < Xn and 
Yl <..-<Yn, X, yGX.  
Henceforth we assume the language of ZFC to be augmented by con- 
stant symbols ei(i < w) and by symbols for all relations and functions 
definable in ZFC. Then, given a structure ~ for this language and an in- 
finite set X of indiscernibles in ~, we define Th(~, X) to be the set of 
all sentences ~(e 0, ..., e )  such that ~b(v0, . . . ,  On_l) is satisfied by some 
(hence every) properly ordered sequence from X. 
Definition. We write '21 = ~ (T, X) iff T is a set of sentences of the ex- 
tended language, X is a set of indiscernible ordinals in ~,  91 is the Skolem 
hull of X, and T = Th(~, X). I f~  = 2;(T, X), ~ is unique up to isomor- 
phism. 
Theorem (Silver). ZFM t- There is a closed, cofinal set X of  ~ 1 indiscern- 
ible ordinals in L(eo 1 ), and L(w I ) is the Skolem hull of  X. That is, 
L(w 1 ) = Z(0 # , X) where we define 0 # to be Th(L(w I ), X). 
0 # is unique and, by a theorem of Solovay [ 21 ], its Gt3delization is a 
A~ subset of co. Moreover 0 # has the following basic property. 
Theorem (Silver). (i) I f  I is any well-ordered set, there is a well-founded 
structure ~21 such that 9~ = F~ (0 #, I )and  ~ ~ ZFL. 
(ii) I f  s is a limit ordinal, the transitive collapse of  Z(O #, s) is L(a*) 
for some s* ~ s. 
(iii) I f  s, 3 are limit ordinals and s ~ 3, then the inclusion map a lL (s* )  
into L(3*) is an elementary embedding and for ~ < s, the image under 
the collapsing map of  the ~th indiscernible of  Z(O #, s) is, in L(/3*), the 
transitive collapse of  the ~th indiscernible of  ~(0 # ,/3). 
(iv) L is the union of  the elementary chain {L(s*) Is is a limit ordinal}. 
It follows that i fM is a standard model of ZFM, L M is the transitive 
collapse of the substructure Z((0#) M, ORD), where ORD = { s Is is an 
ordinal of M }. 
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Definition. For M a standard model of ZFM let S = (s t I s~is the image 
of ~ under the collapsing map of E ((0#) M, ORD) onto LM). The ele- 
ment s~ is called the ~th Silver indiscernible in M. 
S is a closed cofinal subset of ORD; in particular, s = ~* for all limit 
t~, and ~ = ~* for every uncountable cardinal ~ of M. Thus S contains 
every uncountable cardinal of M, each of which is afortiori a cardinal 
of LM; and since S is a set of indiscernibles in L M, every s t is a cardinal 
of L g. 
We conclude immediately that if V = L ,  3'0 (= col ) is a Silver indis- 
cernible. Our final theorem states that the same is true of %. 
Theorem 5.2. In any standard model of  ZFM + 3'0 
V=L) ,o l  0=so .  
= col (in particular, if 
Proof. The remarks above imply that the function s given by s(~) = s~ is 
continuous and strictly increasing. Hence for every ordinal ~, ~ < s t. 
Also, for any uncountable cardinal ~, s K = ~:, so ~ < ~ implies ~ < ~. In 
particular, ~ < 3'0 implies t < 3' 0, and s~ < a 0 implies ~ < %. We claim 
that the converse also holds. If so, then by the continuity of s, So = 
sup~<a ° st < %, whence a0 = s~0" Thus the theorem reduces to the fol- 
lowing important result, which we single out as a lemma. 
l.emma 5.3. In any standard model of  ZFM + 3'0 = col, ~ a Df(R(col)) 
i f f  s~ ~ Df(R(col)). 
Proof. The "if" direction was shown above. So suppose ~ ~ Df(R(col)), 
that is g < a 0, and consider ~(0 #, ~ + co). Since ~ + co is a limit, the transi- 
tive collapse of ~ (0 #, ~ + co) is L((~ + co)*) and s t is the image there of 
the indiscernible of ~ (0 #, ~ + co) corresponding to ~. Note ~ + co < a 0, so 
+ co ~ Df(R(col)), while the set (of GSdel numbers of the elements of) 
0 # is a A~ subset of co. As such, the definition of 0 # is absolute for 
R(col), being given by a formula whose quantifiers range only over ele- 
ments ofR(co + I). 
Now define the structure (T, ---, E) as follows. Let the terms of the ex- 
tended language of ZFC be suitably G6del-numbered, and let T be the 
set of (GSdelizations of) r(31,..., 3 n) for all terms r, n ~ w, and 
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"'" (Hi i=1 {~i )m f rom ~+w, le t /  ~1' /~n ~ ~ + W. Given sequences )n and i=1 
be the unique order-preserving map of {~3 i} u (6i} onto an initial seg- 
ment of n + m and let 
= ~1({3 k) for l<k<n 
ik [I(6k_ n) for n+lKkKn+m 
Finally, define r 1 (/31,...,/3 n) -~ r2(Sa, ..., 6 m) i ff  zl(eil, ..., ein) --- 
T2(ein+x, ..., ein+m)E 0 # , and ~'1(~31, ..., 13n)Er2(61 , ..., 6 m) i ff  
r l(ei l  , ..., ein) E 1"2(ein+~,..., ein+m) E 0 #. Then ~ is an equivalence relation 
and E is well-defined on the corresponding equivalence classes. The re- 
sulting structure is an isomorph of Z (0 #, ~ + ~), definable in R(~o 1) by 
virtue of the GSdel-numbering. Therefore s~ is definable in (R(¢ol), ~) 
as the transitive collapse of the equivalence class of the term ~. (For 
further details on the formal construction of E (0 #, X) see [ 2 1 ] .) 
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